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The Kamil Kubik Foundation aims to enhance Kamil Kubik's vision and generous spirit through the promotion of his works of art,
annual grants to talented artists in need of development, and the support of art educational programs for children.
www.kamilkubikfoundation.org

A letter from Madeline Boyd, president, Kamil Kubik Foundation
The Foundation was created to promote, protect and preserve the work and generous spirit of Kamil Kubik, a prominent Czech
American painter. Pulling together the vast supporters, collectors, and friends of Kamil Kubik the foundation launch event in March
of 2012 was a great success and set the tone for the type of support we hope to continue to receive in the coming years.
We are excited to share the news of the Kamil Kubik Foundation scholarship program, KKF website, and the placement of a memorial
plaque dedicated to the Kamil Kubik Foundation along the Walk of Freedom at the President Woodrow Wilson statue in Prague.
The foundation is looking for ongoing support to archive, photograph, store, exhibit, and protect the works of Kamil Kubik while
offering scholarships to the next generation of artists. The organization continues to search for an affordable permanent storage
solution and welcomes support, ideas, and partners in this effort.
LAUNCH EVENT, MARCH 2012
On March 22, 2012, the Bohemian Benevolent & Literary Association generously held an inaugural event for the Kamil Kubik
Foundation at the Bohemian National Hall on the Upper East Side in New York. The BBLA has served the Czech and Slovak cultural
communities for over a century and their support of the newly created KKF set the pace for a successful first year for the organization;
the beautiful and spacious hall proved the perfect setting for an exhibit of Kamil Kubik originals and signed prints, some displayed for
the first time to many of his patrons from New York and abroad. Our extended thanks and deep appreciation go out to President
George Bush and his wife Barbara for their kind letter, Donald Trump, Amb. Gandalovic, Amb. Burian, Czech Center Museum
Houston, Amb. Hrda, BBLA, Czech Sportsmen Association of New York, Silverstein Properties for their donation, Moser, Scully &
Scully, Graphictone, Giraffe Hotel owner Henry Kallan, Joanna Kubik for her guidance, and countless others for ongoing support.
We are pleased to announce the partnership with Kenyon & Kenyon for their pro bono intellectual property law services.
H.E. Petr Gandalovic, Ambassador of the Czech Republic to the USA stated, "Kamil Kubik was a remarkable man whose work and
legacy must prevail."
Michael Scully of Scully & Scully “We have had a relationship that has spanned many years. It has been my honor and privilege to
have known this fine, talented man. This Foundation will not only stand as a memorial to Kamil, but will make his work available to
the many generations who will follow us.”
George Suchanek chef and owner Zlata Praha restaurant in New York reflected “Kamil was a giant.”
SCHOLARSHIP
The Kamil Kubik Scholarship Program and application will be available on the website. Based on expected donations, we plan to
present our first scholarship in 2013.
“FALL IN CENTRAL PARK” HANGS IN THE HARBORAGE, NORTH BERGEN, NJ
Along with Joanna’s guidance, the Foundation donated a signed print of “Fall in Central Park” for the faculty and residents to enjoy; it
now hangs in the main dining hall of the Harborage. “I look at it every day and that says a lot about the piece, you want to look at it, it
draws you,” says Edward Davis, Director of The Harborage. Bibi Davidson, floor manager, remembers Kamil well; “I enjoyed meeting
Kamil and it is nice to remember him daily. I felt honored when the KKF donated “Central Park in the Fall” to the floor, and we found
a dedicated wall where all can enjoy,”
A WORD FROM JOANNA
“Kamil loved the Fall on the east coast noting the brilliant colors and variety here. He especially enjoyed the sunsets that often came
with the crisp weather.”

